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Abstract
Inspired by the recent Georgi’s unparticle proposal, we study the flavor structures of the Standard Model (SM) particles when they couple to
unparticles. At a very high energy scale, we introduce BZ charges for the SM particles, which are universal for each generation and allow BZ
fields to distinguish flavor generations. At the ΛU scale,BZ operators and charges are matched onto unparticle operators and charges, respectively.
In this scenario, we find that tree flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) can be induced by the rediagonalizations of the SM fermions. As an
illustration, we employ the Fritzsch ansatz to the SM fermion mass matrices and we find that the FCNC effects could be simplified to be associated
with the mass ratios denoted by
√
mimj /m
2
3, where m3 is the mass of the heaviest particle in each type of fermion generations and i, j are the
flavor indices. In addition, we show that there is no new CP violating phase for FCNCs in down type quarks beside the unique one in the CKM
matrix. We use B¯q → +− as examples to display the new FCNC effects. In particular, we demonstrate that the direct CP asymmetries in the
decays can be O(10%) due to the peculiar CP conserving phase in the unparticle propagator.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.In the Standard Model (SM), it is known that flavor changing
processes at tree level can only be generated for charged cur-
rents mediated the W gauge boson in the quark sector. These
charged currents will induce flavor changing neutral currents
(FCNCs) via quantum loops. Consequently, the most impres-
sive features of flavor physics are the Glashow–Iliopoulos–
Maiani (GIM) mechanism [1] and the large top quark mass [2].
For instance, the former makes the P 0–P¯ 0 (P = K and D)
mixings and rare P decays naturally small while the latter
leads to large Bq–B¯q mixings (q = d, s) as well as the time-
dependence CP asymmetry for the decay of Bd → J/ΨKS .
Among these effects, the most important measured quanti-
ties are the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix ele-
ments [3], coming from the unitary matrices which diagonalize
the left-handed up and down-type quark matrices. Although
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Open access under CC BY license.there are no disagreements between the SM and experiments,
which might give us some clue as to what may lie beyond
the SM, it is important to keep searching for any discrepan-
cies. In particular, the next generation of flavor factories such
as SuperKEKB [4] and LHCb [5] with design luminosities of
5 × 1035 and 5 × 1032 cm−2 s−1, respectively, may provide
some hints for new flavor effects. Thus, theoretically it should
be interesting to explore the possible new phenomena related to
flavor physics [6,7].
Recently, Georgi has proposed that an invisible sector dic-
tated by the scale invariant may weakly couple to the particles
of the SM [8,9]. Since the scale invariant stuff cannot have a
definite mass unless it is zero, it should be made of unparti-
cles [8] as the SM particles have definite masses. In terms of
the two-point function with the scale invariance, it is found that
the unparticle with the scaling dimension dU behaves like a
non-integral number dU of invisible particles [8]. Consequently,
the unparticle physics phenomenology has been extensively
explored in Refs. [8–48]. Some illustrative examples such as
t → u + U and e+e− → μ+μ− have been given to display the
unparticle properties. It is also suggested that the unparticle pro-
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ing for the missing energy and momentum distributions [8,9].
Nevertheless, flavor factories with high luminosities mentioned
above should also provide good environments to search for un-
particles via their virtual effects.
Besides the Lorentz structure, so far there is no rule to gov-
ern the interactions between the SM particles and unparticles.
The flavor physics associated with unparticles is quite arbi-
trary, i.e., the couplings could be flavor conserving or changing.
Moreover, there is no any correlation in the transitions among
three generations for flavor changing processes. In this note,
we will study the possible flavor structures for the SM parti-
cles when they couple to unparticles. Since the gauge structure
of unparticles involves more theoretical uncertainties, we only
pay attention to the interactions with the charged fermion sec-
tors. We will not discuss the neutrino sector because the nature
of neutrino flavors is still unclear.
We start from the scheme proposed in Ref. [8]. For the sys-
tem with the scale invariance [8] there exist so-called Banks–
Zaks (BZ) fields that have a nontrivial infrared fixed point at
a very high energy scale [48]. Above the electroweak scale,
since all SM particles are massless, we cannot tell the differ-
ences between down-type quarks or up-type quarks. In the SM,
we have SU(3)D × SU(3)U × SU(3)Q flavor symmetries [49],
where D and U denote the singlet states for down and up-
type quarks, respectively, while Q stands for the quark doublet.
Therefore, if BZ fields are flavor blind, plausibly new flavor
mixing effects cannot be generated for vector and axial-vector
currents after the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB).
It is worthy to mention that scalar-type couplings, illustrated
by d¯dO and d¯γ5dO in weak eigenstates, could basically pro-
duce FCNCs after the spontaneous symmetry breaking. For ex-
ample, d¯i (V DR V
D†
L )ijPLdjO would be induced for the coupling
of d¯PLdO after the EWSB, where VDR,L are unitary matri-
ces to diagonalize the down-type quark Yukawa matrix. Note
that since d¯Γ d (Γ = 1, γ5) have to be SU(2)L singlets, the
d-quark has to be either left-handed or right-handed before the
EWSB as it should be. For the convention of V UL = 1, VDL isjust the CKM matrix. Immediately, we suffer a serious problem
from the K0–K¯0 mixing due to the coupling for d¯sO being
associated with (VDR12 − λ) where λ is the Wolfenstein para-
meter [50]. To avoid the large FCNC problem, one can set
the Yukawa matrix be hermitian so that VDR = VDL . As a re-
sult, the FCNCs at tree level via scalar-type interactions are
removed. In any event, despite the property of Yukawa ma-
trices, to get natural small FCNCs at tree level for scalar and
vector-type interactions, we need some internal degrees of free-
dom for fermions that could differentiate flavors by the scale
invariant stuff.
In order to reveal the new flavor mixing effects due to the in-
volvement of unparticles, we assume that the SM particles carry
some kind of BZ charges so that BZ fields could distinguish
flavor species. In terms of the prescription in Ref. [8], the inter-
actions between BZ and SM fields are given by
(1)gBZ
MkU
F¯QBZΓ FOBZ ,where MU is the high energy mass scale of the messenger, gBZ
is a free parameter, FT = (f1, f2, f3) denote the 3-generation
of fermions in the SM, dia QBZ = (QBZ1 ,QBZ2 ,QBZ3 ) are the
corresponding BZ charges, Γ is the possible Dirac matrix and
OBZ is the operator composed of BZ fields. We note that al-
though QBZi are different for each generation, the interactions
are still flavor conserved. To simplify our discussion, we regard
that all fermions in each generation have the same BZ charge at
the high energy scale and we assume that the interactions with
the BZ fields are invariant under parity. Subsequently, with the
dimensional transmutation at the ΛU scale, the BZ operators
in Eq. (1) will match onto unparticle operators. The effective
interactions are obtained to be
(2)CFU
Λ
dBZ
U
MkUΛ
dU
U
F¯QUΓ FOU ,
where CFU is a Wilson-like coefficient function and dBZ(U) is
the scaling dimension of the BZ (unparticle) operator. Here
the unparticle operators have been set to be Hermitian [9]. In
principle, QU could be related to QBZ by a complicated match-
ing procedure. However, at the current stage, it is impossible to
give any explicit calculations for the matching. With the prop-
erty of the diagonal QBZ matrix, we know that QU should be
also a diagonal one, parametrized by dia QU = (QU1 ,QU2 ,QU3 ).
Hence, below the ΛU scale, QU could be regarded as unparticle
charges carried by the SM fermions to distinguish the flavors by
the unparticle stuff.
When the energy scale goes down below the EWSB scale,
described by the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the Higgs
field 〈H 〉 = v/√2, the flavor symmetry will be broken by the
Yukawa terms and the charged fermions become massive. Af-
terward, the weak eigenstates of the fermions appearing in
Eq. (2) need to be transformed to the physical eigenstates by
proper unitary transformations. Hence, Eq. (2) is found to be
LU = C
F
S
Λ
dU−1
U
(
F¯ V FR QUV F
†
L PLF + h.c.
)OU
+ 1
Λ
dU−1
U
(
F¯ V FL QUV F
†
L γμPLF + L → R
)
(3)×
(
CFVOμU +
CFVS
ΛU
∂μOU
)
+ · · · ,
where we have redefined the coefficient functions to be di-
mensionless free parameters denoted by CFS , C
F
V and C
F
VS ,
respectively. In Eq. (3), the power of ΛU is taken to fit the
dimension of the effective Lagrangian in four dimension space-
time and the explicit terms represent the main FCNC effects.
Note that we have separated the interactions in terms of the
fermion chirality. In addition, V FR,L are the unitary matrices to
diagonalize the Yukawa matrix of F -type fermions, where F
could be up and down-type quarks and charged leptons. Ac-
cording to Eq. (3), in general we have two types of sources for
new FCNCs, i.e., V FR QUV F
†
L and V
F
L(R)QUV F
†
L(R). As known,
the determination of flavor mixing matrices V FL,R is governed
by the detailed patterns of the mass matrices. For convenience,
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CKM matrix, defined by V UL V D
†
L , is approximately an unity
matrix. This indicates that the quark mass matrices are very
likely aligned and have the relationship ofMD =MU +	(λ2)
with MU(D) = MU(D)/mt(b) [51–53]. In Ref. [53], it showed
that the Fritzsch quark mass matrices, given by [52,54]
MF = RFM¯FHF
(4)with M¯F =
( 0 AF 0
AF 0 BF
0 BF CF
)
,
where RF and HF are diagonal phase matrices, could lead to
reasonable structures for the mixing angles and CP violating
phase in the CKM matrix just in terms of the quark masses.
From the hierarchy mu(d)  mc(s)  mt(b), it is found that the
interesting equalities [53]√
md/ms −
√
mu/mc ≈ Vus,
(5)
√
ms/mb −
√
mc/mt ≈ Vcb
are satisfied. Although the extensions of the Fritzsch ansatz
could have more degrees of freedom to fit the experimental
data [55], however, since our goal of this study is to explore the
flavor structure affected by unparticles, we will take the sim-
plest version of the Fritzsch ansatz in Eq. (4) as our working
base. In addition, we have checked that due to the character of
mass hierarchy, the extensions of Eq. (4) do not change our fol-
lowing results.
Since the SM has been extended to include new flavor inter-
actions, we have to be careful to use the phase convention be-
cause the rotated phases will flow to Eq. (3). To avoid the phase
ambiguity, we should start from the flavor basis in Eqs. (2)
and (4). At first, we rotate away RU and HU from MU by re-
defining the phases of the up-type quarks. In order to make the
weak charged currents to be invariant under this transforma-
tion, left-handed down quarks should make the transformation
dL → HUdL simultaneously. Then, the interactions in Eq. (2)
for up and down quarks to the scalar unparticle become
u¯RQU
[
RUH
†
U
]
uLOU , d¯RQUH †UdLOU .
Due to QU , RF and HF being all diagonal matrices, the phase
redefinition will not influence the vector current interactions.
Since M¯F is a real and symmetric matrix, it can be diagonal-
ized by a orthogonal matrix OF such that M¯diaF = OFM¯FOTF .
Accordingly, we obtain V UL = V UR = OU , VDL = ODHDH †U ,
VDR = ODRD and VCKM = OUHUH †DOTD . Then, the flavor
structures could be expressed by
F¯
[
OF QURFH †FOTF
]
PLF + h.c.,
(6)F¯ [OF QUOTF ]γμPLF + (PR → PL).
We note that the phases in RF and HF appear only in the
scalar-type interactions. With tr M¯F , tr M¯2F and det M¯F and
the convention of dia M¯diaF = (m1,−m2,m3) where m1,2,3 de-
note mu,c,t[d,s,b] and F = U [D], we find that AF ≈ √m1m2,
BF ≈ √m2m3 and C ≈ m3. As a result, the orthogonal matrixcould be obtained as [53]
(7)OF ≈
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − m12m2
√
m1
m2
−
√
m1
m3
−
√
m1
m2
1 − m12m2 −
m2
2m3 −
√
m2
m3√
m1
m3
m2
m3
√
m2
m3
1 − m22m3
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
Since the CKM matrix expressed by VCKM = OUHUH †DOTD in
general has six phases, we can redefine the phases in up and
down-type quarks again so that VCKM = XOUHUH †DOTDY †
satisfies one single CKM phase convention [2]. With the new
phases in diaX = ei(α−β)(−i,1,1), diaY = eiα(−1,1,1) and
diaHUH †D = eiβ(−i,1,1), Eq. (6) becomes
F¯ZF
[
OF QURFH †FOTF
]
Z
†
FPLF + h.c.,
(8)F¯ZF
[
OF QUOTF
]
Z
†
F γμF,
where diaZU = (−i,1,1), diaZD = (−1,1,1) and the vector-
type interactions are parity conserved. We note that the flavor
structures in Eq. (8) have some restrictions on QU . To see the
problem clearly, we decompose the flavor changing effects to
be(
OF QUOTF
)
ij
= Q1
[
δij + (r21 − 1)OFi2OFj2
+ (r31 − 1)OFi3OFj3
]
,
with rij = QUi /QUj . Since all phase matrices are in diagonal
forms, an analysis on OF QUOTF will not lose the generality.
Using the elements in Eq. (7), the possible flavor changing ef-
fects are explicitly given by
(
OF QUOTF
)
12 = QU1
[
(r21 − 1)
√
m1
m2
+ (r31 − 1)
√
m1m2
m23
]
,
(
OF QUOTF
)
13 = QU1 (r21 − r31)
√
m1
m3
,
(9)(OF QUOTF )23 = QU1 (r21 − r31)
√
m2
m3
.
Phenomenologically, (OUQUOTU)12 and (ODQUOTD)12,13,23
are dictated by D0–D¯0, K0–K¯0, Bd–B¯d and Bs–B¯s mix-
ings, respectively. From Eq. (9), one can easily see that if
r21 − 1 ∼ O(λ), a strict constraint on QU1 is inevitable due to√
md/ms ∼ λ. If r21 and r31 are in the same order of magni-
tude, it will make the FCNC effects involving the third gen-
eration be less interesting. Motivated by the successful SM
results for pseudoscalar meson oscillations in the down-type
quark systems, where the related CKM matrix elements for
	mK , 	mB and 	mBs have the ratios λ3 :λ : 1, we find that
|r21 − 1| ∼ O(λ2) in (ODQUOTD)12 should be satisfied, i.e.,
QU1 ∼ QU2 +O(λ2). In addition, the sign and the specific mag-
nitude should be chosen to somewhat cancel out the second
term of the first line in Eq. (9). With this scheme, we then have
(10)(r21 − 1)
√
mdmb
m2s
−
√
md
mb
∼ O
(√
mdms
m2b
)
,
which is needed for the phenomenological reason.
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obtained the FCNC effects from the couplings of quarks and
unparticles. According to the results in Eq. (8), we highlight
some interesting characters as follows:
• If the phase matrices RF and HF are independent, from
Eq. (8) we find that only scalar-type FCNCs could have differ-
ent couplings for different chiralities. Even there are some new
CP violating phases inNF ≡ ZF [OF QURFH †FOTF ]Z†F , due to
N †F = N ∗F , we see that the scalar-type interactions are in fact
associated with F¯ (ReNF − i ImNF γ5)F . Thus, there are no
new physical CP violating effects unless the processes involve
ReNF · ImNF . It is also true for cases with the vector current
couplings.
• If RF = HF , from Eq. (4) we can easily find that the cor-
responding mass matrices are hermitian. The FCNC effects are
all related to ZF [OF QUOTF ]Z†F which is also hermitian. As a
result, in terms of the quark currents, the couplings of fermions
and unparticles are parity-even and no new CP phase is induced
for down type quarks in this case. It should be worthy to men-
tion that the hermitian mass matrices could be naturally realized
in gauge models such as left–right symmetric models [56]. The
hermiticity could help us to solve the CP problem in models
with supersymmetry (SUSY) [57] and it has an important im-
plication on CP violation in Hyperon decays [58].
• From Eq. (9), we find that 	mBs/	mBd ≈ md/ms ∼ λ2,
which is consistent with the experimental data [2].
• Since the masses of the charged leptons also have the mass
hierarchy me  mμ  mτ , if we take the same phase conven-
tion, Eqs. (8) and (9) should be straightforwardly extended to
the charged lepton sector.
To illustrate the peculiar phenomena in Eq. (8) associated
with unparticles, we take B¯q → +− as examples. For sim-
plicity, we adopt scalar-type interactions as the representative.
The effective interactions are
LU = 1
Λ
dU−1
U
q¯(NqbPL +N ∗qbPR)b
+ 1
Λ
dU−1
U
¯(NPL +N ∗PR),
with
Nqb =
√
mq
mb
(
Q¯U3 e
iθ3 − Q¯U2 eiθ2
)
,
N = Q¯U eiθ .
Since the coefficient functions are always associated with U -
charges, we define Q¯Ui = CDS QUi and Q¯U = CLS QUi . With
the propagator of the scalar unparticle operator proposed in
Refs. [8,9], given by∫
eiqx〈0|TOU (x)OU (0)|0〉 = i AdU2 sindUπ
e−iφU
(q2)2−dU
,
AdU =
16π5/2
2d
Γ (dU + 1/2)
,
(2π) U Γ (dU − 1)Γ (2dU )φU = (dU − 2)π,
the decay amplitudes for B¯q → +− by due to unparticles are
expressed by
A(B¯q → +−) = i
fBq
mBq
(m2Bq
Λ2U
)dU−1 AdU
2 sindUπ
e−iφU
× ImNqb[ReN¯− i ImN¯γ5].
We note that φU is a CP conserving phase [9,10,12]. Combining
with the SM contributions, the corresponding branching ratios
(BRs) are
1
m2
B(Bq → +−)
(11)= κBq
[∣∣ΣBqSMeiβq +ΣBqU e−iφU ∣∣2 + ∣∣Σ¯BqU ∣∣2],
where the angle βq is from Vtq = |Vtq |e−iβq with
βd(s) = β(0),
κBq =
1
m2τ
α2emB(B+ → τ+ντ )
π2 sin4 θW
mBqf
2
Bq
mB+f
2
B+
τBq
τB+
,
Σ
Bq
SM =
|VtbV ∗tq |
|Vub| Y
(
m2t /m
2
W
)
,
Σ
Bq
U =
8π sin2 θW
g2αem|Vub|
m2W
mmBq
AdU
2 sindUπ
×
(m2Bq
Λ2U
)dU−1
ImNqb ImN,
Σ¯
Bq
U = Σ
Bq
U ReN/ ImN.
Due to mW  mt , the function of Y(m2t /m2W) can be simpli-
fied to Y(xt ) = 0.315x0.78t [59]. Here, we have used the mea-
sured B− → τ ν¯τ decay to remove the uncertainties from fB
and |Vtq |. Besides the BRs, from Eq. (11) we can also study the
direct CP asymmetries (CPAs) in the two-body exclusive B de-
cays, defined by
ACP(Bq → +−)
(12)= B(B¯q → 
+−)−B(Bq → +−)
B(B¯q → +−)+B(Bq → +−)
.
It is known that in a process the direct CPA needs CP conserv-
ing and unrotated CP violating phases simultaneously. Since the
unparticle stuff provides a CP-conserved phase, if the process
carries a physical CP violating phase, a nonvanishing CPA is
expected. In Bq → +−, the new free parameters are dU , ΛU
andNqb (N), which can be constrained by 	mBq (	a) of the
Bq–B¯q mixings (lepton anomalous magnetic dipole moments).
Explicitly, we find that
	mBq = 2 Re〈Bq |HU
(|	B| = 2)|B¯q〉
= 1
6
f 2Bq
mBq
AdU
2 sindUπ
(m2Bq
Λ2U
)dU−1
× cosφU
[
(ReNqb)2 + 6(ImNqb)2
]
,
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AdU
2 sindUπ
(
m2
Λ2U
)dU−1
×
[
Re(N)2 Γ (2 − dU )Γ (2dU − 1)
Γ (dU + 1)
(13)+ |N|2 Γ (3 − dU )Γ (2dU − 1)
Γ (dU + 2)
]
.
To estimate the numerical values, we take |Vub| = 4.3 ×
10−3, Vtd = 7.4 × 10−3e−iβ with β = 25◦, Vts = −0.041,
mBd(s) = 5.28 (5.37) GeV, fBd(s) = 0.2 (0.22) GeV and
sin2 θW ≈ 0.234. For the mixing parameters of 	mBd and
	mBs , measured to be (3.337 ± 0.033) × 10−13 GeV and
(11.69 ± 0.08) × 10−12 GeV [60], respectively, we will use
their central values as the inputs to constrain Nd(s)b. For 	a,
we will concentrate on the muon one with  = μ. The differ-
ence between the experimental value and the SM prediction on
the muon g − 2 is given by 	aμ = aexpμ − aSMμ = (22 ± 10) ×
10−10 [2]. We will take the upper limit to bound the free pa-
rameter N. For simplicity, we set ΛU = 1 TeV, 1 < dU < 2,
ReNqb ∼ ImNqb and ReN ∼ ImN. To see the effects of
the scalar unparticle on the muon g−2 and Bq–B¯q mixings, we
first show the results in Fig. 1, where the solid, dotted, dashed
and dash-dotted lines stand for dU = 1.2,1.4,1.6 and 1.8, re-
spectively. We note that ImNdb is treated as a free parameter
due to Nsb = √md/msNdb . From the figures, we find that the
muon g − 2 and Bq–B¯q mixings are very sensitive to the scale
dimension dU . The smaller dU it is, the stronger constraint on
ImNμμ(db) we get. Furthermore, with the inputs and the al-
lowed values of ImN and ImNdb , the BRs for Bd → μ+μ−
[solid] and Bs → μ+μ− [dashed] and CPA for Bd → μ+μ−
as functions of dU are presented in Fig. 2. Due to the current
upper limit on B(Bs → μ+μ−), dU should be less than 1.66.
The flat curves in Fig. 2(a) correspond to the SM predictions.
Amazingly, from Fig. 2(b) we see that an unusual direct CPA
of O(10%) is generated in Bd → μ+μ−. Besides the neces-
sary weak CP violating phase β existed in the SM, the result
mainly depends on the CP conserving phase carried by the un-
particle in its propagator. This is a unique phenomenon since it
is supposed to be vanishing small even some new CP violating
phases are introduced. In other words, if a signal of the CPA in
Bd → μ+μ− is observed, it must be the unparticle effect. Sim-
ilar results are also expected in the dielectron and ditau modes.
However, there is no direct CPA for Bs → +− decays due to
βs = 0 in the SM.
In summary, we have studied the flavor structures of the SM
fermions when they couple to the scale invariant stuff. In order
to get naturally suppressed FCNC effects at tree level and more
correlative transitions among three generations, we have intro-
duced the BZ charges that are universal in each generation but
generation un-blind. The BZ charges could be regarded as the
internal degrees of freedom carried by the fermions for which
the BZ-fields can distinguish the flavor generations. By the di-
mensional transmutation, the BZ charges are matched onto the
unparticle charges when the BZ operators onto the unparticle
operators. After the EWSB, the FCNCs are induced by the re-
diagonalizations of the fermion mass matrices. To demonstrate(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a) 	aμ and (b) 	mBd,s as a function of ImNμμ and
ImNdb , where the solid, dotted, dashed and dash-dotted lines stand for
dU = 1.2,1.4,1.6 and 1.8, respectively. The bands in (a) denote the world av-
erage with 1σ errors and the lower (upper) band and thin (thick) lines in (b) are
for the Bd(s)–B¯d(s) mixing.
(a) (b)
Fig. 2. (a) BRs for B¯d → μ+μ− [solid] and B¯s → μ+μ− [dashed] and
(b) CPA for B¯d → μ+μ− as functions of the scale dimension dU , where the
horizontal lines correspond to the current experimental upper limits.
the FCNC effects, we have adopted the simplest Fritzsch ansatz
for quarks. Consequently, we have found that the FCNC ef-
fects are associated with the square roots of the mass ratios,
i.e.,
√
mimj/m
2
3. In addition, although the couplings of the
FCNCs could be complex, there is no more new CP violating
phase available because the matrices OF QURFH †FOTF respon-
sible to the FCNC effects are symmetric. Moreover, we have
used B¯q → +− decays to illustrate the influence of unpar-
ticles. In particular, with the peculiar CP conserving phases
carried by unparticles, a unique phenomenon is generated in
the direct CPAs of Bd → +−. If any CP violating signal is
found in these decays, it must indicate the existence of unparti-
cles.
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